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DRAFT SAFETY EVALUATION
.

' JAMES A. FITZPATRICK NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

APPENDIX R EXEMPTION REQUESTS

FIRE ZONES
*

1.0 Introduction

By letter dated February 26, 1982, the licensee submitted an Appendix F.
compliance evaluation. Two exemptions from the requirements of Sectic..
III.G.2.b were requested. Our evaluation of the exemotion requests
revealed instances where the licensee misinterpreted the requirements

.

of Appendix R with regard to: (1) the need to analyze fire protection
on the basis of fire areas; (2) the need for area-wide fire detection

and suppression systems; and the need to consider cables in open cable
,

trays as intervening combustible material. This fact was conveyed-
to the licensee in a meeting on June 29, 1982. As a result of this

meeting, the licensee agreed to reassess the plant's compliance with
Section III.G.

.

By letter dated July 13, 1982, the licensee provided additional infor-
mation, requesting twelve exemptions from Appendix R. This number

includes two exemptions requested in the February 26, 1982 submittal.
Of the twelve exemptions, the following three are being reviewed

separately and will the subject of a future action.

1. Exemption Request for 3 phase AC and DC Power Circuits.
'

2. Exemption Request for Fuse Pulling and Lifting' Leads.
3. Exemption Request for the Restoration of Offs'ite Power Within

'

72 hours.
,

'

We have evaluated the remaining nine exemption requests as
,

( follot s:
,

Section III.G.2 of Appendix R requires that one train of cables and
equipment necessary to ach1 eve and maintain safe shutdown be maintained

free of fire damage by one of the following means
,
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Separation of. cables and equipment and associated non-safetya.

circuits of redundant trains by a fire barrier having a 3-hcur
rating. Structural steel forming a part of or supporting such
fire barriers shall be protected to provide fire resistance
equivalent to that required of the barrier;

b. Separation of cables and equipment and associated non-safety
circuits of redundant trains by a horizontal distance of more

.

than 20 feet with no intervening combustibles or fire hazards.
In addition, fire detectors and an automatic fire suppression
system shall be installed in the fire area.

..

Enclosure ~of cable and equipment and associated non-safety circuitsc.

of one redundant train in a fire barrier having a 1-hour rating. -

In addition, fire detectors and an automatic fire suppression
system shall be installed in the fire area.

If these conditions are not met Section III.G.3 requires an alternative
shutdown capability independent of the fire area of concern'. It also
requires that a fixed suppression system be installed in the fire area
of concern if it contains a large concentration of cables or other com-
bustibles. These alternative requirements are not deemed.to be
equivalent; however, they provide equivalent protection for those
configurations in which they are accepted.

|

Because it is not possible to predict the specific conditions under
which fires may occur and propagate, the design basis protective
features are specified in the rule rather than the. design basis fire.
Plant specific features may require protection different than the

! measures specified in.Section III.G. In such a case, the licensee
must demonstrate, by means of a detailed fire hazards analysis,
that existing protection or existing protection in conjunction with

'' proposed modifications wil provide a level of safety equivalent to*

the technical requirements of Section III.G of Appendix R.
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In summary, Section III.G is related to fire protection features for
- ensuring that systems and associated cir'cuits used to achieve and

maintain safe shutdown are free of fire damage. Fire protection
configurations must either meet the specific requirements of Section
III.G or an alternative fire protection configuration inust be justi-
fied by a fire hazard analysis.

..

Our general criteria for accepting an alternative fire protection
,

configuration are the following: ,

The alternative assures that one train of equipment necessary to.

achieve hot shutdown from either the control room or emergency
control stations is free of fire damage. .

4 The alternative assures that fire damage to at least one train.

of equipment necessary to achieve cold shutdown is limited such

that it can be repaired within a reasonable time (minor repairs
with components stored on-site).

Modifications required to maet Section III.G would not enhance.

.

fire protection safety above that provided by either existing or
proposed alternatives. ~

.

Modifications required to meet Section III.G would be detrimental.

to overall facility safety.

.
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2.0 Control Room
2.1 Exemption Requested

, - -
.

The licensee requested an exemption from Section III.G.3 to the extent-
that it requires an area-wide fire detection system and a fixed fire
suppression system.

.

2. 2 Discussion

The control room is enclosed in perimeter walls, floor, and ceiling hav-
ing at least a 3-hour fire resistance rating. Safety related equipment in
the room consists of the control console and control panels associated

'

with the systems required for safe shutdown. Existing fire protection
consists of a fire detection system in the control room safety related -

panels and in the HVAC system air intakes; portable fire extinguishers;
and a manual hose station. The room is continuously manned and the
fire load in the control room is inw.

-

-

The licensee states that there is an alternate shutdown sys' tem which is:

j independent of the control room.

2.3 Evaluation

Because the fire hazard is light; the control room is continuously
manned and provided with adequate portable fire fighting equipment;
the control room is equipped with a fire detection system; and an
alternate safe shutdown capability exists; there is reasonable assur-
ance that a fire would be promptly extinguished and the ability to
achieve safe shutdown would be maintained.

.- (c
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2.4 Conclusion
~ '

,

l

Based on our evaluation, we conclude that the existin'g fire p~rotection
is adequate, and that the installation of a fixed fire suppression
system and an area-wide fire detection system will not significantly
increase the level of fire protection in the control room. Therefore,
the exemption should be granted. -

,

'

3.0 Zones RB-IE andRB-IW (East and West Sections of the Reactor
-

Building Crescent Area).

3.1 Exemption Requested

The licencee reques'ted an exemption from Section III'.G.2., III.G.3
~

and III.L to the extent that they require either (1) a 3-hour fire
rated barrier between redundant shutdown divisions, (2) an area wide.
automatic fire suppression system with separation by 20 feet free of
intervening combustibles or a one-hour fire barrier, or (3) an
alternate shutdown capability independent of the fire _ area.

3.2 Discussion

The subject areas are two fire zones located within the Crescent Area
of the Reactor Building. Each zone contains shutdown systems that are;
redundant with systems located in the adjacent zone.

!

Specific safety related equipment located with the two zones consists
of redundant core spray pumps, redundant RHR pumps, redundant RCIC pumps,
redundant unit space coolers and motor control centers and relatedcabling.

Existing fire protection for the zones consists of an area wide
ionization type smoke detection system; an automatic water spray fire-t

suppression system in the HPCI enclosure; a manual foam fire suppression *

system in the HPCI enclosure; and portable fire entinguishers and
manual hose stations.

The licensee's stated justification for the exemption is based on the '
/

level of safety achieved by the existing fire protection described above,.
plus the presence of a trained fire brigade, roving operators and security
patrols, good housekeeping and limited in-situ combustible materials.
The licensee has proposed to install a pre-action type water spray
system to protect the cable trays located in the area of the plant
where the RB-IE and RB-IW zone boundaries interface. The remainder
of the zone boundary area remains unprotected. The cable insulation
in the trays represent the only unprotected in-situ combustible material;

'

between redundant shutdown systems within the two zones.

.

.
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3.3 Evaluation '

The areas are not in compliance with Appendix R because.of the lack of
either (1) a 3-hour bar.rier at their common boundary interface, (2)
an automatic suppression system throughout the area with separation
by 20 feet free of intervening combustibles, or an alternate shutdown
capability independent of the area.

With the exception of the propoged fire suppression system for the
cable trays, the existing safeguards represent fire protection that
is required by other sections of Appendix R and our fire protection-

guidelines and, therefore, does not compensate for either the absence
of a fire wall, an area wide suppression system, or an alternate

- shutdown capability. However, the par ^i'al coverage water spray system
proposed to suppress burning cable insulation in the. trays a_t the
boundary interface of the two zones does adequately con.pensate for
the intervening combustibles.

.

Our additional requirements for either a 3-hour fire rated wall, an
area wide suppression system, or an alternate shutdown capability is
intended to achieve a level of safety which provides reasonable
assurance that a fire which origin n es in one a'rea do'es not propagate
and damage redundant safety systen. in another area.

~

'An automatic spray system that discharges water in a " curtain" that
extends completely across an area boundary, an area wide automatic
sprinkler system or an alternate shutdown capability independent of
the area would also achieve an adequate level of protection;

The partial water spray system that the licensee proposes to install
will only protect against an exposure fire involving cable insulation
in that portion of the cable trays that is equipped with the system.

~ A fire of significant magnitude that originates in either RB-IE or
RB-IW has the potential for damaging redundant safety divisions in
the other zone, since there is no active fire suppression system or
passive protection such as fire wall, across the entire zone bound-

,

ary interface.
.

The in-situ combustible material'in the crescent area is more.than
13,000 lbs. of cable insulation and lube oil. This amount, coupled
with transient combustibles which may be present,' represent a
potentially significant fire exposure.

.

3.4 Conclusion

Based on the above evaluation, we conclude that the modifications pro-
posed for zones RB-IE and RB-IW (East and West Sections.of the Reactor
Building Crescent Area) do not provide an acceptable level of fire
protection equivalent to that provided by Sections III.G.2, III.G.3
and III.L and therefore, the licensee's request for this exemption
should be denied.

>
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4.0
Zones RB-IE ana RB-IW (East and West Sections of the Reactor Buildina
Crescent Area).

*

.

4.1 Exemption Requested

The licensee requested an exemption from Section III.G.2.b to the extent
that it requires 20 feet separation, without intervening combustible
material, between redundant shutdown divisions.

. u.

4.2 Discussion

The areas are two f. ire zones located within the crescent area-of the
reactor building. Within this area is a location referred to as the
"tiPCI Area", where Division A and Division B cabling are located within
26 feet of one another. However, the intervenjng space contains corabus-

tible material in the form of cable insulation and lubricating oil.
The licensee's justification for the exemption is based on the following

,

1. The Crescent Area is equipped with a complete fire detection system.

~

2. The HPCI area near the boundary of RB-IE and RB-IW is protected by a
manually activated foam fire suppression system and an automatically
activated water spray system.

1

c 3. Cable trays between redundant systems at the RB-IE and RB-IW zone

boundary will be equipped with a water spray system.

4. .5e Crescent Area contains minimal quantities of combustible
material and is equipped with portable fire ex.tinguishers and
manual hose stations.

,

S. The design of the HPCI system is such as to prevent a lubricating
oil fire from deve]oping.

6. A fire model was utilized to assess the impact of a fire in the HPCI
area. The results, according to the licensee, demonstrate that safe
shutdown capability could be maintained after such a fire.
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4.3 Evaluation

.

The technical requirements of Section III.G are not met because inter--

- '' vening combustible materials are located between redundant safety divisions.
~

The separation requirements of Section III.G.2.b, without intervening
. combustible materials, is intended to achieve a degree of passive fire

protection for redundant shutdown systems. The passive protection, coupled
with the III.G.2.b requirements for an area wide fire detection and. fire
suppression system provide reasonable assurance that at least one train
of shutdown systems will be free of fire damage.

.

In the HPCI area, Division A and Division B cables are separated by a
minimum distance of 25 feet. However, there are intervening combustibles ,

between the redunaant cables consisting of lubri.cating oil in the HPCI
system and cable insulation in overhead cable trays.

The HPCI system has design features such as shielding of hot surfaces
and trouble alarms which reduce the likelihood of a lubricating oil fire.

- If a fire should occur, the HPCI arca is prctected by a foam fire sup-
pression system and a water spray system. Protection from fire involving
the combustible cable insulation will be provided by th'e proposed cable
tray water spray system.

The licensee used a fire model to verify that an acceptable lavel of
passive fire protection was achieved by the present area configurt. tion,
taking no credit for tiie above refarenced fire suppression ana. detection
systems. According to this model, it would require a fire irivolving 35

,

gallons of lubricating oil over a 98 square. foot area to cause significant
damage to the redundant cables. The information provided by the licen,see
was insufficient to independently assess the validity of the model under
the postulated conditions. However, the separation between redundant

h cables achieves a level of protection sufficient to provide reasenable
assuranct that no significant damage would be sustained by redundant
safety systems pending fire suppression by the automatic and manual
fire suppression systems or by the fire brigade.

__ .__ _ _ - - . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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4.4 Conclusion

Based on our evaluation, we conclude that additional modifications to

meet the requirements of Section III.G.2 would not enhance fire safety-
above that provided by the existing alternativ . Therefore, the
licensee's request for exemption for zones RB-IE and R8-IW (East and

West Sections of the Reactor Building Crescent Area) should be granted.

5.0 Zones RB-1A and RB-IE (Southeast quadrant of the Reactor Building
.

] at elevation 272 feet and the east section of the Crescent Area
.

5.1 Exemption Requested

. .

The licensee requested aa exempion from Section III.G.2.a to the extent -

that it requires a 3-hour fire rated barrier between redundant shut-
down divisions.

5.2 Discussion
.

These areas are two vertically adjoining " fire zones" located within
'

the Reactor Building. Safe shutdown systems located in these zones

consist of most Division B cabling and components including those -

associated with R4R, Core Spray, HPCI,.ESW, and manual ADS. Division A
components in these areas include power and control cables for a.RCIC
steam supply valve among others and a motor control center.

Existing fire protection for these locations consists of an area-wide
4 - smoke detection system; manual hose stations and purtable fire extin

,

,

gui.hers; fixed fire suppression systems for the HPCI enclosure; and a
water spray fire suppression system for the cable trays at the Southwest
boundary of area RB-1A.

v.

.
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In lieu of a 3-hour fire rated enclosure around the open stairway,
- the licensee has proposed to install a fire barrier of as yet unspecified

fire resistance so designed as to mitigate the propagation of products

of combustion from elevation 227 (Area RB-1E) to elevation 272 (Area
RB-1A). The licensee committed to provide a barrier with fire resistance
that will be " commensurate with the fire loading in the entire zone."

..

5.3 Evaluation'

a

The zones are not in compliance with Appendix R because of the lack of

a 3-hour fire rated barrier between redundant divisions at the open stair-
way between RB-1A and RB-1E.

Although Division A and Division B shutdown components are identified
- as being potentially damaged by a fire in the subject areas, the licensee

has identified a redundant / alternate shutdown capability with systens
iocated, in part, in adjoining fire zones. The viability of this safe

shutdown capability is dependent upon.the adequacy of the fire protec-
tion at zone boundaries, which is' the subject of other exemption rec,uests.

The concern with the open stairway between the subject areas is that a
fire which orignates within RB-1E will propagate to RB-1A via~the
unprotected, stairway, the quantity of combustibles in RB-1E is ne.arly
10,000 lbs. of cable ins'ulation and lube oil. This represents a fire

.

loading of approximately 41,000 BTVs/sq. ft., which corresponds to a
fire severity on the ASTM E-119 time temperature curve of about 30
minutes. It is our judgment that a fire of this magnitude and duration

;- would not occur because, to assume that it would, ignores the protecti.on
'

afforded by the fire detection and suppression systems previously
identified and the damage mitigating actions of the plant fire brigade.
This same conclusion was reached in our Safety Evaluation Report of

1

|
,

,
-

-
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August 1, 1979, where we considered these two areas as being in
separate fire areas (an area of potential fire influence). The above
considerations prov.ide adequate justification for the erection of a
barrier having a fire resistance rating of at least 1-hour in lieu of,.
the 3 hours specified by Section III.G.2.a.

| 5.4 Conclusion .

.

Based on our evaluation, we conclude that the licensee's alternate fire-
; protection configuration, will provide reasonable assura.1ce that one

safe shutdown division will be free of fire da, mage and will achieve.
an acceptable level of fire protection equivalent to that provided

| by Section III.G.2. Therefore the licensee's request for exemption for
Zones RB-1A and RB-1E (Southeast quadrant of the Reactor Building e'

elevation 272 feet and the east section of the Crescent Area) should-

be granted.

6.0 Zones RB-1A and RB-1B (Southeast and Southwest quadrants of the
Reactor Building on elevation 272 and 300 feet)

6.1 Exemption Requested
,

The licensee requested 'an exemption from Sections III.G.2, III.G.3 and
III.L to the extent that they require either (1) a 3-hour fire rated
barrier between redundant shutdown divisions, (2) an area wide '

. .

. .

. - -

'

. ..
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automatic fire suppression system with~ separation by 20 feet free of'

intervening combustibles or a one hour fire barrier, or'(3) an
alternate shutdown capability independent of the fire area.

6.2 Discussion . .
.

The areas are two fire zones within the Reactor Building. Each zone
contains shutdown systems that are redundant with systems located in.

*

,

the adjacent zone.

Specific safety related equipment located within the . tan) areas include
Division A and Division B systems associated with RHR, core spray, and
ADS; Division A, RCIC; and Division B, HPCI. .

Existing fire protection for the zones consist of an area-wide fire
detection system; manual water spray systems above the esble trays
at elevation 272 at the Southwest zone boundary of RB-1A and RB-1B;
portable fire extinguishers; and manual hose stations.

.

The licensee's stated justification for the exemption is based on the
following:

1. The fuel load in the areas is small, therefore, a fire should not!

propagate beyond the area boundary.

2. The ex' sting cable tray sprinkler system will sup' press fires which
involve combustible cable insulation at the zone bouridary.

3. A trained fire brigade'is continuously available with'offsite-backup.

4. Roving operators and security patrols will contribute to early fire
discovery and action for plant fires.

6.3 Evaluation

The zones are not in compliance with Appendix R because of the lack of
either an automatic fire suppression system throughout the area, an
alternate shutdown capability, or a 3-hour barrier at their common
boundary interface. As previously stated, the intent of our additional
requirement for either a three-hour rated fire wall an area wide auto-
matic suppression system or an alternate shutdown capability is to
achieve a level of safety which provides reasonable assurance that a
fire which originates in one area of the plant does not propagate and

.

O
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damage' redundant safety systems in another area. A fire wall, a spray.

system that discharges water in a " curtain" that extend's completely
across an area boundary, an area wide automatic suppression system or

,

- alternate shutdown capability are proven methods for achieving an
acequate level of protection. A water spray system that protects only

! a portion of the cable tray system will not provide 'an acceptable level
-

' - of safety because flame, smoke, and hot gases from a fire will propagate
through the unprotected openings.

The zones contair. redundant safety systems. A single fire of signifi-+

cant magnitude could spread through the unprotected area boundaries and
damage the systems to such an extent as to prevent th~e achievement of.
safe shutdown.

The protection that the licensee has provided'as justification for the. '

exemption, is protection that is already required by other Sections of'
Appendix R or our fire protection guidelines. No compensating fire
protection is being proposed by the licensee in lieu of the 3-hour4

barrier, an area wide suppression system or an alternate shutdown
capability. .,

The in-situ combustible' material in these areas consists of over
. - 85,000 lbs. of cable insulation and lube oil. This quanitity, along

with the possible presence of transient combustibles, represent a
potentially significant fire exposure hazard. There is, presently, '

no accurate, dependable method of predicting the location, extent, and
,

damage of a # ire in a compartmented location. Therefore, we cannot
agree with the licensee's conclusion, that a fi're in either RB-1A or

.

RB-1B will not propagate beyond the boundary into the other area.
i

6.4 Conclusion'

Based on the above evaluatien, we conclude that the proposed. fire pro-
tection does not provide an acceptable level of fire safety equivalent
to that proyided by the technical requirements of Section III.G.2,
III.G.3, and III.L.

.

Therefore, the-licensees request for exemption for Zones RB-1A and
RB-1B (Southeast and Southwest quadrants of the Reactor Building on
elevations 272 and 300 feet) should be denied.

7.0 Zones RB-1B and RB-1C (Northwest and Southwest quandrants of the.

Reactor Building on elevation 300 feet)

( -
.

| 7.1 Exemption Requested

The licensee requested an exemption from Sections III.G.2, III.G.3
and III.L to the extent that they require either (1) a 3-hour fire rated,

i barrier between redundant shutdown divisions, (2) an are wide automatic
| fire suppression system wth separation by 20 feet free of intervening

combustibles or a one hour fire barrier or (3) an alternate shutdown
capability independent of the fire area.

(" . . ...

1
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7.2 Discussion
'

- The areas are two fire zones with the heactor Building. Etch zone I

contains shutdown systems that are redundant with syste'ms located in
i the adjacent zones.

Specific safety related equipment located with the two zones _ include
Divisions A and B s'ystems associated with RHR, Core Spray, ADS, and !

RCIC; Division B, HPCI; and motor control center 161 (B). |

Existing fire pro'tection for these areas consist of an area wide fire
detection system; a manual water spray system above the cable trays
at elevation 272 at the Southwest zone boundary of RB-1B; portable
fire extinguishers; and manual hose stations. "

The licensee's stated justificaton for the exemption is based on the
following:

1. The fuel load in the areas are small, therefore, a fire should
not propagate beyond the common area boundary.

2. A trained fire brigade is continuously agilable with off-site
backup.

3. Roving operators and security patrols will contribute to early
fire discovery and action for plant fires.

The licensee considers the only significant fire haza'rd to the redun-
dant shutdown systems to be the cable insulation. 'The licensee has
therefore proposed to install a pre-action type water spray system to

~

protect the cable trays that are located at or within 20 feet of the
redundant safety systems.

7.3 Evaluation

| These areas are not in compliance with Appendix R because of-either
| (1) the lack of a 3-hour barrier at their common boundary interface,
| (2) an automatic fire suppression system throughout the area with

separation by 20 feet free of intervening combustibles, or (3) an'

.
alternate shutdown capability independent of the area.

t

W'ith the exception of the proposed fire suppression system for the cable
trays, the existing fire protection is required by other sections of
Appendix R and our fire protection guidelines and therefore, does not
compensate for either the absence of a 3-hour fire rated barrier '

an area wide automatic fire suppression system'or an. alternate shutdown
capability. However, the partial water spray system proposed to suppress
burning cable insulation in the trays at the boundary interface of the
two zones does adequately compensate for the intervening combustibles.

v The intent of our additional requirement for either a 3-hour fire rated.

|
wall, an area wide automatic suppression system or an alternate shutdown

- capability is to achieve a level of safety which provides reasonable .

assurance that a fire which originates in one arez does not propagate

(- ~
. .--

.
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and damage redundant safety systems in:another area. ~ A fire wall, a-

spray system that discharges water in a " curtain" that extends completely
across an area boundary, an area wida automatic suppression system, or

- an alternate shutdown capability are proven methods for achieving an
adequate level of protection. ,'

,

The partial water spray sys' tem that the licensee proposes to install
will only protect against an exposure sf ere involving cable insulation
in that portion of the cable trays that is equipped with the system.'

A fire of significant magnitude that originates in the adjacent areas
' has the potential for damaging redu,ndant safety systems since there is;

no active fire ;sppression system or: passive protection such as a fire
wall, across the entire zone boundary interface.

As indicated in our evaluation of the oxemption for areas RB-1A and .-

RB-1B, the in-situ coobustible material in these areas consists of over
35,000 lbs. of cable insulation and lube oil. This quantity, plus any
transient combustibles, represent a potentially significant. fire exposure
hazard. We do not know of an accurate, dependable method of. predicting
the location, extent, and damage of a fire in a compartmented location.
Therefore, there is no -easonable assurance that a fire in either area
will not propagate beyond its boundaries.

t
-

7.4 Conclusion

Based on the above evaluation, we conclude that the proposed fire pro-
tection does not provide an acceptable level of fire safety equivalent
to that provided by the technical requirements of Sections III.G.2,
III. G.3, and III.L. Therefore, the licensees request for the exemption

!
for Zones RB-1B and RB-1C (Northwest and Southwest quadrants of the
Reactor Building on elevation 300 feet) should be denied.

I

8.0 Zones RB-1A and RB-1C (Northeast quadrants of the Reactor Building;

at elevations 300 and 320 feet)
|

|'

8.1 Exemption Requested

The licensee requested an exemption from Section III.G.2.a to the extent
that it requires a 3-hour fire rated barrier between redundant shut-

,

down divisions.
l

.
.

' . . . . . . . . .

1
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8. 2 Discussion

These areas are two fire zones located within the Reactor Building.
Safe shutdown systems located in'these zones consist primarily of
Division B cabling and components, including those associated with RHR,
Core Spray, ADS, RCIC, HPCI and ESW. Division A components in these

areas consist of power and control cables for RCIC steam supply valve
13MOV-16, motor contic' center 151, and injection valves for Division A
core spray.

Existing fire protection for these locations consists of an area-wide
fire detection system; a manual water spray system above the cable
trays at elevation 272 feet at the Southwest zone boundary of RB-1A;
manual hose stations; and portable fire extinguishers.

In lieu of a 3-hour fire rated ~ enclosure around the stairway, the
licensee has proposed to install a fire barrier of les's fire resistance,
so designed as to mitigate the propagation of fire from elevation 300

feet 'RB-1C) to elevation 326 feet (RB-1A). The licensee has stated
that fire resistance of this barrier will be " commensurate with the

.

fire loading in the entire zone."

8.3 Evaluation

The zones are not in compliance with Appendix R because of the la,ck of

a 3-hour fire rated barrier between redundant divisions at the connecting
stairway between them.

Although Division A and Division B shutdown camponents are identified
as being potentially damaged by a fire ir these areas, the licensee has
identified a redundant / alternate shutdown capability with systems located,
in part, in adjoining fire zones. The viability of this safe shutdown -

' ' '*

capability is dependent upon the adequacy of the fire protection at
zone boundaries, which is the subject of other exemption requests.

"' ' '

. . _ - -
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The concern with the open stairway between these areas is that a fire
- which originates within RB-1C will propa' gate to RB-1A via tiie unprotected

stairway. The quantity of combustibles in elevation'300 ft.~(RB-1C)
is neary 17,000 lbs. of cable insulation. This represents a fire loading
of approximately 15,000 BTUs/sq. ft. which corresponds to a fire severity
on the ASTM E-119 time temperature curve of about 12 minutes. To assume
that a fire of this magnitude and duration would occur does not take
into consideration the protection afforded by the fire protection systems .

that are available and the damage mitigating actions of the plant fire <

brigade.

The above facts, considered as a whole, provide adequate justification
for the erection of a barrier having a fire resistance rating of at
least 1-hour in lieu of'the 3 hours specified by Section III.G.2.a.

. .

8.4 .Canciusion

'Based on our evaluation, we conclude that the licensee's alternate fire

| protection configuration, will provide reasonable assurance that one safe

| shutdown divisinn will be free of fire damage and will achieve an accep-
''

table level of fire protection equivalent to that provided by Section
III.G.2. Therefore the licensee's request for exemption for Zones
RB-1A and RB-1C (Northeast quadrants of the Reactor Building at elev-
ations 300 and 325 feet should be granted.

9. 0 Torus Room

9.1 Exemption Requested-

.

The licensee requested an exemption from Sections III.G.2, III.G.3, and
III.G.L to the extent that they require separation and/or fire protection
of redundant shutdown divisions or the installation of an alternate shut-
down capability.

.
.

.u. . .

. . _. .

i
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.
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9.2 Discussion

This area contains .the suppression pool. It is a controlled access
area that is bounded on all sides by 3-hour fire rated masonry construc-
tion. There are no combustible materials present and no significant

| fire hazards. Shutdown related components in the area consist only
of RHR pump sucton valves of both divisions. The valves are in an open
position and all power cEbles to them have been disabled under a pre-
viously approved plant modification.

9.3 Evaluation

; The area is not in compliance with Appendix R Because of the lack of
adequate separation between the valves and the absence of area wide -

fire detection and fire suppression systems. There are no defineable
fire hazards in this room. If a minor fire should occur there is no
significant amount of combustible materials present to contribute to.

its saverity, as represented by smoke, flame, and hot gases. Consequently,
no credible fire threat exists for the safety related valve's. ''

The valve's are in the open position and all power cables to them have '

been disabled, as previoesly stated, therefore, this flowpath will be,

available for safe shutdown during a fire in any area.

9.4 Conclusion

Based on our evaluation, we conclude that modifications required to
achieve compliance with Section III.G would not significantly enhance

i the level of fire safety above that provided by the existing fire
~

I protection. Therefore, the licensees request for exemption for the -

Torus Room should be granted.

(/.

.

.
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10.0 Zones RB-1B and RB-1A (Southwest quadrant of the Reactor
Building at elevations 300 and 326 feet)

10.1 [xem'ptionRequested .

The licensee requested an exemption from Sections III.G.2, III.G.3 and
III.L to the extent that they requires a 3-hour fire rated barrier between
redundant shutdown divisions or'an alternate shutdown capability

. independent of the area.,
*

> *

10.2 Discussion
.

The areas are two fire zones located within the Reactor Building.
Safe shutdown systems located in thest zones consist primarily of
Division A (RB-18) and Division B (RB 1A) cabling and components,
including those associated with RHR, Core Spray, and ADS.

Existing fire protection for these locations consists of an area wide.

fire detection system; a manual water spray s;ystem above the cable
trays at elevation 272 feet at the Southwest zona boundaries of RB-1B
and RB-1A; manual hose stations; and portable fire extinguishers.

e

The licensee has not proposed any modifications for.this area to com-
pensate for the unprotected stairwcy, as was done for the other stair-
ways in the Reactor building.

'

The licensee's stated justificatien for the exemption was based on the
lack of a significant. quantity of combustible material near the stair-
way, coupled with the protection provided by the fire brigade and by
roving operations and security patrols. The licensee concluded that,
based on the above factort, a fire would not propagate through the

,

stairway so as to damage redundant shutdown divisions in adjoining
the fire zones.

4

10.3 Evaluation

|
These zones are not in compliance with Appendix R because of the lack
of either a 3-hour fire rated barrier between redundant divisions at the
connecting stairway between them, or an alternate shutdown capability.

,

i

The subject zones contain redundant shutdown components and cabling.
-

A fire of significant magnitude has the potential.for propagating
<

upward from RB-1B, through the unprotected opening at the stairway, - '
*into RB-1A, which may affect both divisions, thus jeopardizing safeshutdown. '

As previously stated, the intent of the requirement for a
3-hour rated wall is to achieve a level of' safety which provides
reasonable assurance that a fire which originates in one~ area does not
propagate and damage redundant safety systems in another area. A fire
wall, a spray system that would discharge water in a curtain around

:

:

the stairway opening, or alternate shutdown capability are proven methods
.

for achieving an adequate level of protection. The licensee has not
,

proposed to protect the connecting stairway between these two zones.
The protection that the licensee has already provided is protection that
is required by other sections of Appendix R or our fire protection guide-

;

lines. -

,

k
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The in-situ combustibles on elevation 300 feet is more than 16,000 lbs.
of cable insulation. This, coupled with transient combustibles which may
be present, represent a potentially significant fire t.hreat. There are
no dependable methods for predicting the location duration, and extent of
damage from fires in compartmented areas. Therefore, we do not have
reasonable assurance that a fire would not spread up through the stairway
opening.

10.4 Conclusion "

Based on the above evaluation, we conc ude that the existing fire pro-
tection does not provide an acceptable level of fire safety equivalent
to that provided by the technical requirements of Section III.G.2, III.G.3,

-

and III.L. Therefore, the licensees request for exemption for Zones
RB-1B and RB-1A (Southwest quadrant of the Reactor Building ht elevation
300 and 326 feet) should be denied.

11.0 Summarv _

Based on our evaluation, we conclude that the licensee's proposals for
the following four areas do not represent an acceptable level of safety
to that which would be achieved with compliance with the requirements of
Section III.G of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50:

1. Zones RB-1E and RB-1W
2. Zones RB-1A and RB-1B
3. Zones RB-1B and RB-1C
4. Zones RB-1A and RB-1B

Therefore, the licensee's request for exemptions for these areas
should be denied.

.

.

In five areas of the plant, we agree with the licensee that modifi-
.

cations required to meet Section III.G would not enhance fire safety'

above that provided by existing and proposed alternatives. Therefore,
P the licensee's request for exemptions for the following areas should
) be granted.

,-

1. Control Room
2. Zones RB-1E and RB-1W (Cable Separation)"

3. Zones RB-1A and RB-1E (Stairway Enclosue)
4. Zones RB,-1A and RB-1C (Stairway Enclosure)

,

5. Torus Room
. . . .
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